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A. Minimum mesh size 
B. Summer fishing moratoria 
C. Zero growth and then negative growth (2000) 
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How would management reform impact: 

BIOMASS VALUE 

CATCH 





• Predicted catch based on depth, primary productivity, ice 
cover, SST, latitude, distance from shore, and upwelling 
with a GLM 

• “Fishing effort was not used in the prediction and catches 
were assumed to be generally close to their maximum 
biologically sustainable limits.” 

• China was an outlier 
 



 

FAO. 2014. State of the world’s fisheries. 

“Fishing effort was not used in the prediction and catches were assumed 
to be generally close to their maximum biologically sustainable limits.” 

1) 

2) “Biologically sustainable limits” are dependent upon the structure of the ecosystem. 





• Trophic level declined from 4.06 in (1960) to 3.41 in (1998) in the 
Bohai Sea, and from 3.61 in (1985) to 3.40 in (2000) in the Yellow Sea. 

• The percentage of planktivorous species increased and piscivorous or 
omnivorous species decreased. 

• TL of the same prey got lower. 
• Feeding habits of some species changed, such as largehead hairtail 

(Trichiurus haumela).  



• Over- or under-reporting of catches results in 
biased estimates of biomass. 

• BUT, estimates of status remain unbiased.  
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How would management reform impact: 

BIOMASS VALUE 

CATCH 







Size-spectrum models 
• Community dynamics 
• Food consumption 
• Somatic growth and reproduction 
• Mortality (predation, background, 

starvation, fishing) 
• Background resource 
 
MIZER (R package, Scott et al. 2014) 
• Maximum weight 
• Weight at maturity 
• Weight at length parameters 
• Von Bert K 
• Preferred predator/prey weight ratio 
• Fishery selectivity parameters 
• Maximum recruitment 
• Background resource 
 

Anderson, KH, et al. 2014. Theoretical 
foundations for size spectrum models of fish 
communities.. CJFAS. 





Setting the stage 
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• Transfer efficiency is ~10% between trophic 
levels. 
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• Indiscriminate fisheries take 
everything over a given size. 
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• Removing large fish conserves 
the lost energy by eliminating 
inefficiencies of transfer. 



 





• Markets and culture matter 
• Discards are non existent 
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Take aways 

• When the ecosystem is considered, triple wins disappeared. 
• Trade offs must be communicated to stake holders. 
• Reference points are conditional quantities; changes in trophic 

structure change reference points. 
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Research questions 

• What have been the outcome of different strategies of seafood 
production among provinces? 

• What portfolio of aquaculture and wild-capture fisheries can balance 
the needs of China’s people and its marine ecosystems? 

• How has aquaculture influenced wild-capture fisheries in China? Do 
different types of aquaculture produce different effects? Are there 
MPA-like effects of aquaculture?  

• How resilient are different strategies for seafood production to 
environmental change? 
 



If tradeoffs exist, how can we manage ocean 
resources? 



• Tradeoffs between conservation and protein production exist in fisheries 
management. 

• Pareto efficiency : a state from which it is impossible to improve with 
respect to any objective without regressing at least one other.  

• Jacobsen’s results suggest:  
• (i) a trend towards ecosystem-level efficiency of fisheries;  
• (ii) ecosystem-scale win–wins may still be common;  
• (iii) single-species assessment approaches may overestimate the availability of win–

wins by failing to account for trade-offs across interacting species. 



• Fishing patterns in North Sea, Barents Sea and Benguela Current are 
nearly efficient with respect to long-term yield and ecosystem impact 
and that efficiency has improved over the last 30 years. 
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• In Baltic Sea and North East US Continental Shelf, fishing is inefficient 
and win–wins remain available.  
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If tradeoffs exist, how can we manage ocean resources? 

• Model the trade-off space 
• Identify wins-wins—move toward the efficiency frontier 
• Have serious conversations with stakeholders about what tradeoffs 

are acceptable. 





Collaborators and funding sources: 
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